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Introduction
It is much more diffi cult to run up than walk up a 
hill. You have to do the same amount of work to 
get to the top of the hill whether you run or walk, 
the only difference is the time it takes. 

Power is a measure of how quickly you can do 
work. Your maximum power can be determined 
from your mass, the vertical distance covered, and 
the time it takes to do the work.

Theory
Work is defi ned as the product of a force and the 
distance moved in the direction of the force.

W = F × d

The SI unit is the joule (J).
Power is defi ned as the rate of doing work.

P =   W __ t  

The SI unit is the Watt (W).
The work done against gravity in climbing the 
stairs is given by the product of your weight and 
the vertical height you climb.

W = m × g × h

m is mass (kg)

g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s2)

h is the vertical height climbed

Your power is therefore P =   m × g × h
 ________ t  

To determine your maximum power you should 
try and take the shortest time to cover the vertical 
distance, h.

Method
1 Identify a suitable vertical staircase and 

measure its height. This is the vertical 
distance, h.

2 Ensure that the staircase is clear of people 
and obstacles.

3 Record the time it takes you to climb 
the stairs.

4 Measure your mass using the electronic 
balance.

5 Share your results with the rest of your class 
or group.

4 Human power
Aim: To determine your power rating and to fi nd out who is the most powerful in your group.

Warning: Students with a heart condition or health problems should not participate in this activity. 
Students should be careful not to trip over whilst running up the stairs.

Equipment:
� Electronic balance
� 20 m long rope
� 20 m tape measure

� Stopwatch
� Staircase

Results

Student 
name

Mass/kg Height 
climbed/m

Work done/kJ Time 
taken/s

Power/W

Example 60 20 60 × 9.81 × 20 = 11.8 14 840

Analysis
1 What two factors can you control to increase your power rating?

2 How can you control these factors?




